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No more re-keying data
Fusion Excel Connect was launched by Datel’s R&D team in 2016  
and has since become the most adopted Fusion product by Datel's 
customers. The Excel based application enables easy and intuitive 
data entry into Sage 1000 from within the familiar environment 
of Excel, building efficiency and saving time. The flexibility of the 
application - and the sheets available to be used -  means Fusion 
Excel Connect is being adopted by customers in many different ways.  
Including cash allocation, invoicing and data manipulation.

With Sage 1000 at the core of your 
business technology, there is huge 
potential to add additional functionality. 
Through the implementation of Fusion 
products, you’ll be able to streamline 
processes, experience greater visibility 
and see a noticeable increase in 
profitability. 

Discover how you can enhance your Sage 
1000 solution with Fusion products from 
Datel, and deliver the transformational 
change your business needs to achieve 
your ambitions.

See what happens, when it happens
Fusion Notify is an automatic notification system that allows 
organisations to make timely decisions based on data stored in its 
systems. It generates simple alerts and ensures that decision makers 
never miss an event or situation defined as having a significant impact 
on the business. Through email notifications, Fusion Notify can be 
activated not just by a change within financial data, but also in areas 
such as material requirements planning and customer relationship 
management.

Expand the world of 
Sage 1000



Create data entry and enquiry forms in a flash
Fusion Enhancer provides the platform to quickly produce data entry forms,  
complex browse options and reports that all link to existing Sage 1000  
forms. This additional functionality allows you to deploy customisations to  
your user base through the familiar Sage 1000 environment. Fusion Enhancer  
enables you to create tailor made browse screens and searches using advanced  
search builder. This additional browse functionality can be attached to a  
Sage 1000 system to replace or supplement existing searches.

Work faster and more efficiently
Fusion Automation allows users to respond to constant demands, improve  
process speed and minimise reaction time, by automating repetitive tasks in  
Sage 1000 applications. Fusion Automation conducts frequently used and  
time-consuming processes such as works order completion, printing of picking  
lists, allocation of stock or filling out purchase orders, without the need for manual 
data input. Sage 1000 tasks are less prone to user error, ensuring increased 
productivity and improved customer service.
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